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ABSTRACT 
 Bad Pixels is a feature-length, microbudget, digital motion picture, produced, written, and 
directed by Alexander Jon Bowser as part of the requirements for earning a Master of Fine Arts 
in Film & Digital Media from the University of Central Florida. The materials contained herein 
serve as a record of the microbudget filmmaking experience. This thesis documents the 
challenges confronted by a first-time feature filmmaker; an evaluation of both the theory and 
application of a dynamic microbudget approach to digital content creation. From script 
development to digital distribution, the thesis aims to reflect on technical and procedural 
decisions made and assess their impact on the overall experience and final product. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
I’ve never considered myself a filmmaker. At best, digital media renegade would have 
been an equally undeserved but fitting title. Prior to beginning my graduate education at UCF, I 
had no concept of film school whatsoever. My undergraduate digital video work had only led me 
to develop a foundation for creating short no-budget videos with zero production value. It wasn’t 
until I discovered the Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema MFA that I realized I had found a well-
suited challenge; to make a microbudget feature film and accept the fact that I could be a 
filmmaker. 
I had always found myself fascinated by a few considerably disparate subjects; 
technology and communication, the politics of gender and sexuality, and the magic of 
synthesizers. In some way or another, every no-budget video project I had created in the past 
contained one of these elements, but I had never envisioned these ideas informing a single 
creative work. 
My first feature, Bad Pixels is a science fiction film set in a dystopian future, where a 
teenage musician builds an orgasmic synthesizer amidst a strange battle of the sexes; a strangely 
sexualized audio-visual futuristic nightmare realm. Still in the midst of post-production, I am 
only now able to begin to reflect on the experience of making Bad Pixels and what I’ve learned 
along the way. 
Development 
Bad Pixels began to truly develop when I met a local DJ named Lucy Caputi in 
November of 2009. We found common ground in our appreciation of B-movie sci-fi, electronic 
music, and a lifelong obsession with synthesizers. Joining forces with someone local was a 
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fantastic decision; my contact network grew to include potential musicians, photographers, and 
cast members. We began working on an overhaul of the script, a process which I eventually 
continued with my producer Chris Carullo. Although it progressed into a cheaper and more 
thematically concise film through its significantly different drafts, I was never truly convinced 
the script was polished. Major revisions continued well into pre-production, and they began to 
affect our ability to plan elements of the production. The locked script of Bad Pixels never felt 
quite done, but the beat went on. 
Nite Vision 
In April of 2010, I helped Chris Carullo throw a dance party to for his Directing 1 film 
Nite Boy / Day Girl. We realized we had stumbled across more than just a great test environment 
for DSLR high ISO tests. Carullo’s motto for the event was “party first, film second”. This 
wasn’t your traditional film party, there was no stop and go, and the few actors in the scene had 
been given minimal direction. The result was stunning and candid party video footage. People 
ranted and raved about the party, and we realized that we had branded ourselves. There was a 
demand for us to repeat that experience, and this led to us throwing a series of house parties and 
eventually club events known as Nite Vision. 
 Nite Vision became our pre-production brainchild; the perfect formula for fundraising, 
spreading awareness, and getting people excited about a film they knew nothing about. Parties 
might seem like the obvious solution to access and motivate college students, but this was more 
than that. We ended up partially funding, crewing, and gathering the entirety of our extras for 
Bad Pixels from the Nite Vision events that we had held. Despite a significant amount of time 
invested, the payoff was well worth it. 
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Pre-Production 
At the conclusion of Spring 2010, I took a step back from my involvement planning the 
Nite events and began to focus on script revisions and the casting process. Lucy suggested that 
her new girlfriend Cassondra Justo play the role of Kyrie, and her best friend play the role of 
Tyler. The dynamic between the two of them was perfect, so I convinced Lucy to play the role of 
Adena, and my leading teenage trio of non-actors was complete.  The remainder of our casting 
process took place online, and we were lucky enough to find individuals who not only fit the 
roles, but felt they could have fun with the script and were willing to work for free. 
With casting set in place, I redirected my focus to the art department challenge. We had 
to somehow build more than twelve sets for only two thousand dollars. With that kind of budget, 
our goal was to get as many donated items as possible. Most period films wouldn’t be suited for 
microbudget filmmaking, but futuristic sci-fi has the potential to work for one reason; no one can 
predict the future. Ninety percent of the physical environments in Bad Pixels feature entirely 
donated junk, most of which was brought to electronics recycling following wrap. The tireless 
efforts of Kate Shults and the team we had gathered really paid off. Despite countless 
compromises due to time or budget, we achieved the look we were going for, and the visual 
qualities of the DSLR only enhanced the look of the sets. 
Merely days away from shooting, we were still missing critical crew members. What I 
had initially projected at ten to fifteen crew members per day had skyrocketed to nearly thirty out 
of pure necessity. Our primary crew was formed by the UCF Student Cinematheque founders 
and their circle of friends. They had all worked together previously and we had all become 
friends, so I had minimal worries. There was however, a certain degree of haphazard desperation 
to hiring other key crew. Many members were hired in the last few days with no familiarity of 
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their responsibilities and underwent very minimal training sessions. I soon accepted the fact that 
this entire experience was a crash course in feature filmmaking, both personally and for nearly 
everyone on the crew. 
Production 
The production of Bad Pixels was both an amazing experience and an absolute nightmare. 
On a budget of less than ten thousand dollars, we could never have achieved what we did without 
the resources and assistance of UCF Film faculty, staff, and students. Jon Bowen in particular 
kept at our side to ensure we launched the production. He held training for grip and electric crew, 
had a set construction workshop, and helped us develop our digital workflow. 
I had been adamant about my production occurring on the soundstage since the moment 
I’d settled on shooting a sci-fi film. My desires were only compounded by the infinite warnings 
about the brutality of Florida summers and their impact previous graduate film productions. If 
there’s one decision I have no second guesses about, it’s this one. The luxury of having the 
entirety of our production in one building was unbelievable. That being said, the decision came 
with its own set of problems. The Studio 500 soundstage is conveniently built next to a railroad, 
under a heavy air traffic route, and not only amplifies the sound of rain but leaks as well. Perhaps 
it was these nuisances that led our catering volunteers nearly set the building on fire. In all 
seriousness, the use of a soundstage of any sort is far from the norm for microbudget 
filmmaking. The use of the facility for our production was a taunting insight to the luxuries of 
larger studio productions. 
The most frightening experience during production was surprisingly not the stage fire, 
but the mother of my underage lead actress. On a daily basis, she would call and threaten to 
never let her daughter return to set and have the stepfather threaten me. As the main character in 
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the film, the individual who shot every day of the schedule, our production revolved around her. 
Because of this fact, I was walking on eggshells nearly the entire shoot, forced to make plea 
phone calls to her mother. The sky felt as if it were falling for most of the production, but in 
those moments I could truly feel it resting on my shoulders. Thankfully, we were able to make it 
through the entire production without getting grounded for life. 
The most rewarding part of the production experience were the moments when I wasn’t 
doing the job of a producer or production assistant, but the times when I was actually able to 
collaborate with cast and crew as the director. That being said, I remain fairly certain the entire 
ship would have sunk had my main crew not picked up the slack in other areas. Accepting the 
fact that I had to delegate tasks to others and focus on my own duties was very difficult, but I 
eventually came to terms with it. 
Working with the cast was my absolute favorite part of the production. There were such 
vast differences in working with the actors and non-actors, each presented their own unique 
challenge and reward. I found that regardless of the actor’s experience level, my stance of not 
being wed to the script was very beneficial. The deviations from the script turned out to be some 
of the best moments in the entire film. I was lucky enough to have rehearsal time in pre-
production, but I took this time to get coffee with my cast, get to know them better, and discuss 
their characters. I think that forming a stronger friendship with my cast helped develop their trust 
for me and made them feel more comfortable during the process of filming. 
Post-Production 
When the smoke cleared, we had accumulated nearly 30 hours of footage. Before we even 
reviewed our footage, for financial and practical reasons I had decided that we would not be 
doing any reshoots. If anything additional was to be shot, it would be supplemental or interstitial 
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material. Chris and I also concluded that we did not want to offer up the opportunity to edit this 
film to anyone else. Having developed the script together and co-edited previous projects, we 
knew we had the right sensibilities to edit Bad Pixels on our own. 
Reviewing footage from a feature shoot is an unnerving experience unlike anything I’d 
ever endured. All of the mistakes that went unnoticed on set float painfully to the surface, more 
so than the wonderful moments. Whether a strangely composed shot or a hilarious continuity 
error, the flaws that appear in post-production are genuinely hard to stomach. At a certain point, 
we realized the appropriate approach with this film was to forgive, forget, and embrace the 
footage we had dealt ourselves. 
Marketing & Distribution 
Because we were able to fund Bad Pixels without investors, the question of how to 
approach distribution became fairly clear-cut without the need for repayment. I am admittedly 
part of a generation where piracy runs rampant and the innate value of artistic media has become 
obscured. I almost can count the number of films I’ve purchased in my lifetime on fingers and 
toes alone. I had never been under the impression that an artist can expect to make a financial 
gain on their first endeavor, especially in a modern super-saturated market. I had never had a 
lofty and unrealistic distribution or sales goal in mind; this was simply a project made amongst 
friends that I wanted to be available on the internet. 
At the same time, I’ve never submitted a feature film to a festival, and I may never have 
the opportunity to do so again. I wouldn’t dare consider denying myself the potential festival 
experience or a healthy dose of festival rejection. What’s most important regarding distribution 
for Bad Pixels is that the film be made available online, free of charge. I am planning on utilizing 
the service VODO, which has made deals with the largest Peer-to-Peer and Torrent sites on the 
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Internet, enabling your film to reach an instant potential audience of millions of like-minded 
media pirates. 
Microbudget Lessons 
The experience of creating Bad Pixels was absolutely invaluable. The things I’ve learned 
have ensured that I will never repeat the process in quite the same fashion, not that I could afford 
it if I even wanted to. While visiting the UFVA 2010 conference, a question arose that I had 
failed to previously consider. Was Bad Pixels truly a microbudget film? 
Without a doubt, this film would have been impossible to create outside of the arena of 
UCF Film. The soundstage, equipment rental, storage space, and use of facilities alone would 
have cost our production nearly $150,000. Factor in the cost of paying our horde of unpaid cast 
and crew, and you’re looking at nearly double that cost. While I could not be more thankful to 
have had the opportunity to operate under this environment, I have to accept the fact that I will 
never be able to do this again. It was truly an unrealistic experience for a microbudget filmmaker 
operating outside of academia.  Bad Pixels is an example of a small concept that grew in scale to 
fit the offerings of academia, instead of shrinking in scale due to drastic constraints. 
There’s something about the DSLR revolution that screams for one to make use of 
natural environments, available lighting, and the intimacy of real life human interaction set in 
present day. For a variety of reasons, I was strangely opposed to these concepts as an artist at the 
time I developed Bad Pixels. I had fallen victim to a desire to emulate the look and feel of films 
and other media that had inspired me. This was no verbatim singular rip-off, but a pastiche of 
elements I’d always cherished. And yet, in retrospect, I’ve concluded that my attempt to cloak a 
personal story from my teenage years in a sci-fi future was simply an unpredictable experiment. 
The resulting product at times leaves an element of reality and humanity to be desired. I’ve since 
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come to terms with the fact that in the future I am going to challenge myself to step outside of 
my own familiarities, in hopes that my future artistic endeavors will reciprocally inform the 
styles and tropes I appreciated as a teenager, and perhaps I will revisit them someday. In all 
honesty, I’d involved too many variables for a first time feature filmmaker to handle properly. 
These variables were further complicated during the struggles of production; high-
pressure decision making scenarios where every choice involves a degree of compromise, artistic 
or otherwise.  As a project grows in scope, the production inevitably gets more complex and 
more individuals are involved in the creative process. Regardless of his or her role, anyone on set 
has the potential to impact on your production, from camera operator to art production assistant. 
Despite efforts to populate and align your production with individuals who comprehend and 
reinforce your creative vision, on a volunteer basis you’re a beggar, not a chooser. I truly learned 
through this experience that a large crew can adjust the variables of your creative vision in so 
many directions your intents can easily get lost in the process. 
I have a pretty strong inclination about the microbudget films I’d like to make next, and 
they’re strangely grounded in reality. I’ve gotten the secluded soundstage sci-fi out my system, 
and I think I’m ready to step outside and move on to something new. The process of making Bad 
Pixels has truly allowed me to shed my skin as an individual and a filmmaker. 
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CHAPTER TWO: PICTURE 
 
Figure 1: Kyrie (Cassondra Justo) smirks in the final scene of Bad Pixels. 
 




Figure 3: Assorted dudes chill at the “Cryobank”, a dance club and sperm donation 
center. 
 
Figure 4: A propaganda video featuring Italo Stud (Robert Fritz). 
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Figure 5: Valerie (Katarina Waters) watches her terminal from her underground lair. 
 
Figure 6: Kyrie (Cassondra Justo) ignores a friend while listening to music. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH MATERIALS 
Screenplay 
The following pages include the shooting script of Bad Pixels. Script page numbers are indicated 















































































CHAPTER FOUR: MARKETING PLAN 
Overview 
Bad Pixels is a science-fiction film that is reminiscent of a few bad early eighties films. The film 
is about a teenage lesbian and her synthesizer; so we assume that the film may have an appeal to 
teenagers, the lesbian community, synthesizer fanatics, and fans of electronic music in general.  
Our demographic fits best in the 16-28 age range, and are typically technology and web-savvy 
individuals. Because of our underage cast and lack of explicit content, we’ve found the film is 
definitely suitable for a wider audience than initially intended. In regards to festivals, Bad Pixels 
is best suited for niche festival or festivals that cater to science-fiction films or extremely low 
budget productions. However, our ultimate goal with the marketing and distribution of Bad 
Pixels is to make it freely available on the web. This ensures that we’ll reach our widest audience 
possible and allow us to harness that audience for future productions. 
Festival Strategy 
Bad Pixels will be entered into a small selection of festivals at every tier in a one-year festival 
submission window from Fall 2011 to Fall 2012. Our goal with applying to film festivals is 
simply for exposure and for the sake of cast and crew. We are not seeking distribution or sales 
representation of any sort. First-tier submissions will occur in Fall of 2011 and include 
Sundance’s NEXT category for micro-budget films, SXSW, and IFF Rotterdam. Second tier 
submissions are also planned for Fall 2011 and include the festivals include Cucalorus, Boston 
Sci-Fi, Toronto After Dark, and Florida Film Festival. Third Tier festivals include TromaDance, 
Zero, Sunscreen, and Asheville, all slated for Fall 2012 as a final effort. If festival success is 
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proven to be highly unlikely at any given time, we will bypass the remaining festival 
submissions and move on to our free web release. 
Non-Theatrical Screenings 
We plan on screening Bad Pixels in the Spring of 2012 following first tier festival season at a 
select number of small music venues on the east coast. The film will screen prior to an electronic 
music show that we’ve made arrangements with, similar to the music in the film. These 
screenings will correlate with our free web release of the film. 
Web Strategy 
When we’ve made the final determination that Bad Pixels is best to be shared for free with the 
vast torrent world, we’ll be submitting the film to VODO, a promotion and distribution network 
that is powered by BitTorrent
 
and paired with the biggest Peer-2-Peer and Torrent sites on the 
internet. VODO has optional donations for those that would like to donate, and we’ll also have 
merchandise available on our official website. However, our goal with Bad Pixels is to ensure 
that it is seen and distributed as widely as possible on the Internet, not necessarily to monetize 
from the film. 
Creative Commons 
We plan on licensing portions of Bad Pixels under the Creative Commons license of 
“Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC BY-NC-SA)”, which allows users to remix, 
adjust, and build upon your work, as long as they give appropriate credit and use the same 




Figure 7: Sample poster image for Bad Pixels (Artwork by Kilian Eng) 
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APPENDIX B: FINAL PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX C: CHAIN OF TITLE 




APPENDIX D: MUSIC SYNCHRONIZATION LICENSES 
Bad Pixels currently features a temporary soundtrack with no Music Synchronization licenses. 
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APPENDIX E: CREDIT LIST 
Cast 
Cassondra Justo - Kyrie 
Daniel Harris -Tyler 
Lucy Caputi - Adena 
Alexander Mrazek - Don 
Nicole Thomas - Sylva 
Katarina Higgins - Valerie 
Timothy Powell - Comstock 
Daryn Kahn - Phil 
 
Crew 
Alex Bowser - Director 
Christopher Carullo - Producer 
Brittney Nadya Grace - Associate Producer 
Farah Abdou - Associate Producer 
Jon Perez - Cinematographer 
Edgar Jorge - First Assistant Director 
Victoria Reynoso - Second Assistant Director 
Kate Shults - Production Design 
Jamie Hanson - Art Director 
Kelly Palmer - Casting Director 
Faith Clapp - Makeup 
Brittany Ladolcetta - Special Effects Makeup 
Alison Morris - Key Hair Stylist 
Alina Nalivayko - Costume Design 
Alex Bowser - Editor 
Christopher Carullo - Editor 
Tyler Cooley - Visual Effects 
Zachary Beckler - Digital Asset Manager 
Kaysee Paulk - Assistant Digital Asset Manager 
Erik Strand - Sound Mixer 
Joe Caulfield - Boom Operator 
Christina SantaCruz - First Assistant Camera 
Allyson Dickerson - Second Assistant Camera 
Dan Watkins - Camera Operator 
Delaney Schenker - Gaffer 
Austin Boggs - Electrician 
Geoffrey Gross - Electrician 
Alex Lazin - Electrician 
Dresdner Schenker - Electrician 
Daniel Watkins - Key Grip 
Patrick Sessoms - Grip 
Nina Elder - Script Supervisor 
Brianna Gaskin - Prop Master 
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Samuel Torres - Production Manager 
David DeRienzo - Production Assistant 
Mike Dris - Catering Manager 
Steve Guarente - Catering Assistant 
Steve Guarente - Production Assistant 
Andrew Hernandez - Production Assistant 
Anthony Annone - Art Production Assistant 
Travis Mills - Art Production Assistant 
Johnny Minns - Art Production Assistant 
Max Moonstein - Props 
Fernando Rosas - Art Production Assistant 
Rachel Rosen - Art Production Assistant 
Carissa Sechrist - Art Production Assistant 
Angelina Smith - Art Production Assistant 
Jasen Smith - Art Production Assistant 
Andrew Tolbert - Art Production Assistant 
Scott Yuken - Art Production Assistant 
Doug Campbell - Art Production Assistant 
Tricia Connelly - Art Production Assistant 
Dustin Dern - Art Production Assistant 
Kelly Gibbons - Art Production Assistant 
Dan Guerrero - Art Production Assistant 
Heath Lacy - Art Production Assistant 
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Crew Deal Memos 







List of Crew Deal Signatories 
NAME: POSITION: DATE OF EXECUTION: 
Abdou, Farah Associate Producer 05/31/10 
Annone, Anthony Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Ballinger, Matt Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Beckler, Zachary Digital Asset Manager 06/01/10 
Boggs, Austin Electrician 06/05/10 
Bowser, Alexander Director 06/10/10 
Caicedo, Alex Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Campbell, Doug Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Carullo, Christopher Producer 06/07/10 
Caulfield, Joe Boom Operator 07/01/10 
Clapp, Faith Makeup Department Head 05/31/10 
Connelly, Tricia Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Conti, Vincent Prop Assistant 07/01/10 
Cooley, Tyler Digital Compositor 07/01/10 
DeRienzo, David Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Dern, Dustin Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Dickerson, Allyson Second Assistant Camera 06/02/10 
Dris, Michael Catering Manager 07/01/10 
Elder, Nina Script Supervisor 07/01/10 
Gaskin, Brianna Property Master 07/01/10 
Gibbons, Kelly Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Gonzales, JR Prop Assistant 07/01/10 
Gross, Geoffrey Electrician 06/01/10 
Guarente, Steve Production Assistant - Catering 07/01/10 
Guerrero, Dan Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Hanson, Jamie Production Design Assistant 06/01/10 
Hazboun, Brittney Associate Producer 06/03/10 
Hernandez, Andrew Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Hohensee, Jonathan Grip 06/01/10 
Jorge, Edgar First Assistant Director 05/31/10 
Lacy, Heath Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Ladolcetta, Brittany Special Makeup Effects Artist 05/31/10 
Lazin, Alex Electrician 06/05/10 
Lighston, Mike Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Lopez, Lyle Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Martin, Sean Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Mills, Travis Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Minns, Johnny Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Moonstein, Max Prop Maker 07/01/10 
Morris, Alison Key Hair Stylist 05/31/10 
Nalivayko, Alina Costume Design 06/02/10 
Ogden, Samantha Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
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Palmer, Kelly Casting Director 05/31/10 
Paulk, Kaysee Assistant Digital Asset Manager 06/01/10 
Perez, Jonathan Cinematographer 05/31/10 
Reynoso, Victoria Second Assistant Director 07/01/10 
Rosas, Fernando Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Rosen, Rachel Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Santa-Cruz, Christina First Assistant Camera 06/01/10 
Schender, Dresdner Electrician 07/01/10 
Schenker, Delaney Gaffer 06/07/10 
Sechrist, Carissa Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Sessoms, Patrick Grip 07/01/10 
Shults, Kate Production Designer 06/01/10 
Smith, Angelina Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Smith, Jared Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Smith, Jasen Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Smith, Sara Production Assistant 05/31/10 
Strand, Erik Sound Mixer 07/01/10 
Tolbert, Andrew Art Production Assistant 07/01/10 
Torres, Samuel Production Manager 06/01/10 
Trotsky, Alexander Prop Maker 06/07/10 
Watkins, Daniel Key Grip / Second Camera 06/01/10 
Yuken, Scott Production Assistant 07/01/10 













List of Actor Agreement Signatories 
NAME: ROLE: DATE OF EXECUTION: 
Justo, Cassondra Kyrie 05/31/10 
Harris, Daniel Tyler 05/30/10 
Caputi, Lucy Adena 05/31/10 
Mrazek, Alexander Don 05/31/10 
Thomas, Nicole Sylva 05/30/10 
Higgins, Katarina Valerie 05/29/10 
Powell, Timothy Comstock 06/04/10 
Kahn, Daryn Phil 06/01/10 
Ivar, Barker Male DJ 06/01/10 
Conner, Chase Muscles 07/19/10 
Nelson, Alex Bobbitt 07/19/10 
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Screen Actors Guild Agreement 















Sample Personal Release 
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List of Personal Release Signatories 
































































































Equipment Rental Contracts 
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